AA SUBMISSION 357

The Secretary
Legislative Council, Economy and Infrastructure Committee
Parliament House, Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Submission to Inquiry into the Impact of Animal Rights Activism on
Victorian Agriculture
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute with regards to the Inquiry into the
impact of Animal Rights Activism on Victorian Agriculture.
The Livestock and Rural Transporters Association of Victoria (inc 1986) represents
over 150 operators across Victoria and interstate. Our members encompass all the
largest fleet operators in Victoria with hundreds of vehicles to small one truck owner
operators. (1)
Our members transport the full gamut of agricultural commodities; including
livestock, grain, hay, wool, fertiliser, water, fruit and vegetables, general freight, road
construction, refrigerated freight and machinery and other commodities.
Much of our members’ work occurs in rural and remote areas, but a significant
proportion of trips are to processing, delivery and market sites including Port of
Melbourne, Airports and animal processing centres in Greater Melbourne area. A
large amount of work occurs in and out of saleyards and livestock exchange sites
across Victoria and interstate. Farms are a very common source of livestock to be
transported. And obviously, customers comprise farmers/producers, processors,
abattoirs, feedlots, private commodity traders, livestock agents and other parties.
The impact of Animal Rights Activism is very significant to transporters, it presents a
threat to Biosecurity, Animal Welfare, compliance with Land Transport Standards and
driver fatigue management.
Key issues of concern for transporters include animal welfare and biosecurity. Also
of concern are business reputational effects on livestock transport operators and
potential criminal behaviour by activists whether theft of animals or damage.
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Property invasion and damage is of concern to transporters, as well as the impact of
stress and fear on individuals. In addition, delays caused because of blockades and
protests, not only affect animal welfare on trucks but the requirements of operators
to manage their fatigue effectively by knowing how long a journey will take and time
needed to unload and load.
Blockades and protests at delivery points cause unreasonable delays affecting driver
fatigue compliance and animal welfare. These delivery points include saleyards and
processors or abattoirs. Biosecurity is also significantly compromised, when access
to animals in trailers is allowed at these points by enforcement agency negotiation
with protesters. Or by duress from access being blocked by activists and trucks
stopping by necessity without support from police or security officers. This includes
hands and body parts inside trailers and touching animals, as well as giving them
unknown liquids (water?) out of water bottles or other containers. (see images later
in submission, pp 10-12)
These unauthorised access points with activists reaching inside trailers and involving
livestock threaten the whole assurance system and biosecurity schemes which
underpin the whole red meat sector. They also place the activists at risk of harm.
Livestock and rural transporters are conducting a lawful and beneficial service to
farmers and clients that also benefits the economy of Victoria to the tune of billions
of dollars, and all the residents of our state and nation as a whole.
When going about lawful work, drivers and operators only expect to go about their
business without hindrance or duress, a very basic expectation. They are responsible
for the animals or products being transported, and so any impacts or efforts to gain
control of animals/products or access them inside vehicles threatens the viability of
these businesses.
Transporter vehicles and trailers should be regarded as an agricultural workplace, as
well as an extension of the farm or origin of where animals or products are loaded.
The carrier or transporter takes charge of the animal during the journey under the
Land Transport Standards (2), and it’s a reasonable expectation of the customer or
consignor of those animals or products that they be able to be delivered without
hindrance or unauthorised access by activists or unknown parties.
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The Land Transport Standards also recommend that animals are also only handled by
competent livestock handlers to minimise stress on the animals, not unknown parties
making significant noise and trying to touch and handle animals during protest
actions. The Standards require transport is planned to ensure prompt disembarking
of animals and the delays that result from blockades and protests make this difficult
if not impossible.
Delays at processors mean loaded vehicles are often directed to wait offsite and that
affects the welfare of animals already on livestock trucks as well as the driver’s
fatigue.
The act of transporting animals and animal products off agricultural land must be
protected, as well as the protecting the homes and farms of our primary producers.
If transporters going about lawful business servicing farmers and the agricultural
supply chain are not protected, then activists will continue to target them and
threaten not only the viability of farm businesses but also transporters.
Transport operators’ properties must also be regarded as agricultural sites that need
protecting, and whilst there is no evidence of operators’ properties being invaded or
property stolen or damaged thus far, this must be regarded as a possibility. However
there have been operators making anecdotal reports of trailer door pins being
removed and working dog boxes being opened when drivers were absent or resting.
A number of activist actions have impacted our members including a 5 day long
action at Diamond Valley Pork in early December 2017 and the more recent 2019
action in April affecting Victoria including the Australian Food Group abattoir at
Laverton North, M.C. Herd in Geelong and G & K O’Connor at Pakenham, as well as
other sites.
At the Diamond Valley Pork blockade, over the 5 days, trucks were impeded from
entering and were required to submit to a period of access by activists where they
were allowed to film and place arms and hands inside livestock trailers for short
periods. Vehicles were also hampered by protesters placing themselves in harms
way in blind spots and resisting Victoria Police members trying to clear the access
route. These actions were of extreme stress to drivers. Vehicles were filmed and
images and negative comments were spread online about trucks and drivers.
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It is commonplace for livestock trucks to be filmed and access to livestock attempted
on the bypass routes around the Citylink Tunnels.
Protesters utilise traffic lights or roadworks to try and gain access to animals when
traffic stops and at times place themselves knowingly in danger when doing so. Our
Association tries to inform our members of upcoming actions when we are made
aware but the reality is that it is a too regular occurrence and sadly our members
expected to be harassed or filmed or photographed whilst going about their lawful
business.
Protests are not always large or planned, and police are not always present to assist
drivers.
Many primary producers and farmers transport their own livestock and so the use of
any vehicles including trucks and trailers must be recognised as vulnerable to animal
activist actions, and needing protection from being impeded or invaded unlawfully in
the same way a farm or saleyards might be.
The lawful access to delivery points for livestock or animal products must be
ensured, and the right of farmers to consign animals for transport or deliver their
own livestock should be an undisputed priority.
There have also been examples of activists using media reports and social media to
attend the unfortunate situation of livestock vehicle rollovers. Animals have been
removed or moved or accessed, and authorised veterinary officers and police have
been harassed whilst going about the awful task of euthanising animals and dealing
with a very difficult situation. (3)
Finally, all large and small activist actions take a real toll on operators/drivers,
physically and emotionally. Anecdotally, reports of stressed, upset and frustrated
drivers reflect the anxiety that is created when these incidents occur. Large heavy
vehicles are not meant to operate amongst groups of protesters, and activists
knowingly threaten their own wellbeing when they try to block roads by laying on
them or standing or sitting in front of trucks or climbing on trailers or reaching inside
or pretending that excessive force has been used. (4)
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Police tasked with responding to these incidents do an amazing job, but the stress on
our members and all those impacted remains. An activist being injured by a heavy
vehicle or livestock truck would cause irreparable harm to the driver involved and
also to their employer or their own business, regardless of whether the driver was at
fault. It is to the credit of transport operators and drivers that no reported injuries to
activists have occurred despite being placed under significant duress at times. (5)
Reputational loss is a very big concern to transport companies and owner operators
and our industry, the act of filming a truck or operator, going about lawful business
and upholding animal welfare can be used to defame by sharing with misinformation
or negative commentary. Business names are shared and displayed without regard.
With regard to the Terms of Reference, the LRTAV suggests the following for
consideration
1. Consider trucks used to transport livestock, whether a commercial carrier or
livestock producer/farmer, as necessary and part of the livestock supply chain.
In applying this, protect the ability of transport trucks to access delivery sites
and farms without obstruction or unlawful access to animals in care of the
transporter. This protected access must place the welfare of the animals as
the highest consideration, followed by the driver/operator’s welfare and
ability to manage their fatigue and complete their journey.
2. Consider the livestock trucks operating on roads transporting livestock for a
consignor/customer/farmer similarly as a farm or agricultural location in
terms of preventing unauthorised access by activists or unknown parties.
3. Consider the impact of social media and carriage services in misrepresenting
lawful welfare-compliant transport of animals as negative, unlawful or
immoral. Consider economic and reputational loss of businesses and
operators when false claims are made or disseminated. There is economic
cost to delays when transporters are prevented acess or delayed as well as
animal welfare impacts. These delays and costs associated with activist
actions also impact processors, farmers and delivery sites like airports, ports,
saleyards and farms. Social media may be used to incite activist actions based
on false or misleading claims using images or videos of transport vehicles.
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4. The right to privacy should equally exist for transporters’ and farmers’ homes
and business locations and associated agricultural businesses and services
locations. Business locations/names should not be used to cause economic
loss, reputational damage or loss of privacy by disclosure or mapping.
5. The viability and value of meat and animal products in the Victorian economy
and farmer income should not be under threat, the supply chain including
transporters rely on a successful and well-regarded agriculture industry.
6. Farmers use their own trucks and vehicles to transport livestock as well as
commercial carriers. Livestock are moved for a variety of reasons, not just for
processing. Livestock transport is a very complex process, every truck and trip
different and professional transporters are skilled and experienced.
7. Transporters have no control over where destinations are, the need to travel
through urban or built up areas or along designated freight routes for heavy
vehicles is beyond their control. Many delivery sites are in urban or built up
areas or require traversing from one side of the state to the other. The
customer and consignors and receivers of the livestock are usually not present
when activist actions impact transporters.
8. There are already Land Transport Standards, POCTA Legislation, Biosecurity
schemes, Animal Welfare Standards, Victorian Livestock Loading Scheme
guidelines, National Heavy Vehicle Law, Chain of Responsibility and Victorian
Road Rules and other standards, regulations and guidelines and codes of
practice that professional transporters comply with.
9. Professional transporters represented by the LRTAV just wish to go about
their lawful business, providing a service to their customers and consignors
which includes the movement of animals and livestock.
1. http://lrtav.com.au/
2. http://www.animalwelfarestandards.net.au/files/2015/12/Land-transport-of-livestock-Standards-and-GuidelinesVersion-1.-1-21-September-2012.pdf p9
3. https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/scuffle-as-animal-activist-arrested-at-scene-of-cattle-truck-rollover20190115-p50rft.html
4. https://www.facebook.com/animalliberationvictoria/videos/10155417137357195/ and
https://www.facebook.com/animalliberationvictoria/videos/10155597967192195/ and
https://www.facebook.com/AnimalLiberationORG/videos/1402481203116230/ and
https://www.facebook.com/animalliberationvictoria/videos/10156780325477195/
5. https://www.bigrigs.com.au/news/alrta-commends-drivers-and-police-after-vegan-prot/3288456/
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Image from Diamond Valley 2017, truck delayed with animals (pigs) on trailer in very hot conditions
https://www.facebook.com/PETAAustraliaOfficial/photos/a.147112932317988/556774981351779/?type=3&theater
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Notice of possible action to LRTAV members with examples of truck images from activist
social media
https://www.facebook.com/LRTAVOffice/photos/a.1486441174972826/2000147346935537/?type=
3&theater
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These images were extracted from various activist public social media pages, and were collaged to protect the vehicle/operator identity for the
LRTAV post, but the images are shared and circulated with defamatory and abusive comments on these activist sites. Drivers are required to take
this detour when the top deck of the truck is loaded as an animal welfare measure agreed by industry and VicRoads.
https://www.facebook.com/LRTAVOffice/photos/a.1486441174972826/2000147346935537/?type=3&theater and
https://www.facebook.com/MelbourneCowSave/photos/a.1594488564191697/1977644109209472/?type=3&theater
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Animals given unspecified liquid (water?) from containers.
https://www.facebook.com/LensofCompassion/photos/a.474916612718559/721748764702008/?type=3&theater
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Animals given unspecified liquid (water?) from containers.
https://www.facebook.com/LensofCompassion/photos/a.474916612718559/721748811368670/?type=3&theater
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Animals given unspecified liquid (water?) from containers.
https://www.facebook.com/animalliberationvictoria/photos/a.10152873569467195/10152873657687195/?type=3&theater
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Trucks have been videoed alleging animal cruelty, when commonplace situation of animal stretching or placing leg outside the crate. Isolated
incidents do not constitute cruelty but a supposed activist organisation is able to publish this and accuse the vehicle and operator and business of
a crime with no basis in fact. Trying to damage the business name in the process. And encouraging others to follow suit and make reports.
https://www.facebook.com/BendigoAnimalWelfareandCommunityServices/videos/961381023916312/
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